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          INTRODUCING THE 2024 LIFT.
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            ALUMINUM.

IN A NEW

LIGHT.

          

          
            The all-new 2024 LIFT checks all the boxes. At sub-4 pounds, this next generation of Mathews hunting bows introduces our pound-for-pound hardest hitting system to-date. Reimagined RPD limbs and a new axle assembly cut weight while increasing efficiency across the entire platform. A redesigned skeletonized aluminum riser eliminates unnecessary weight resulting in an ultra-lightweight platform made to withstand the toughest hunting conditions. The all-new SwitchWeight-X Cam produces a stealthy draw and a solid, locked-in backwall for consistent accuracy, while delivering speeds up to 348fps. Everything put into the 2024 LIFT is made to deliver a higher standard of bowhunting – we guarantee it.

          

        


      

    
          
          
            

            
              
                
                   29.5"                

                BRACE HEIGHT: 6”

IBO RATING: up to 348 FPS @ 80%

AXLE-TO-AXLE: 29.5”

DRAW WEIGHTS: 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80

DRAW LENGTHS: 24.5 – 30”

LET-OFF: 80 or 85%

PHYSICAL WEIGHT: 3.99 lbs

CAM: SWX

                MSRP: $1,329

                
                  Learn More
                  Start Your Build
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                  33"                

                BRACE HEIGHT: 6.5”

IBO RATING: up to 343 FPS @ 80%

AXLE-TO-AXLE: 33”

DRAW WEIGHTS: 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80

DRAW LENGTHS: 26 – 31.5”

LET-OFF: 80 or 85%

PHYSICAL WEIGHT: 4.26 lbs

CAM: SWX

                MSRP: $1,429

                
                  Learn More
                  Start Your Build
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                  2024

                  New LIFT™ Technology

                  
                                      

                

                                              
                  .01

                  SWX™ Cam

                  
                    	Speeds up to 348 fps
	Poundage adjustability from 55-80 lbs
	Maximizes efficiency


                  

                

                                              
                  .02

                  New Top Axle System

                  
                    	Increases working surface of the limb
	Enhances limb performance
	Lighter and stronger


                  

                

                                              
                  .03

                  MATCH™ Bowstrings

                  
                    	Precision nock fit
	Prevents peep rotation and stretch
	Eliminates serving separation


                  

                

                                              
                  .04

                  Bridge-Lock™ Sight

                  
                    	Accepts most dovetail sights
	Improves balance
	Reduces sight bar vibration


                  

                

                                              
                  .05

                  Centerguard

                  
                    	Equalizes cable angle
	Ensures consistent cam timing
	Increases vane clearance


                  

                

                                              
                  .06

                  Redesigned Integrate MX2

                  
                    	All-new silent capture bar
	More robust launcher
	Micro-adjust tuning


                  

                

                                              
                  .07

                  Shot Sense™ Compatible

                  
                    	Integrates directly into the riser
	Provides real time shot data and analysis


                  

                

                                              
                  .08

                  Bridge-Lock™ Stabilizer

                  
                    	Stiffer connection
	Enhanced balance point tuning
	Integrated quick disconnect
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                  Redesigned RPD™ Limbs

                  
                    	Eliminates vibration in the limbs
	Minimizes cam oscillation
	Optimized for speed and efficiency


                  

                

              
            

          

          
            
              
            

          

        

      


    
                
        
          
            
              Speed without Sacrifice

              SwitchWeight-X  (SWX) Cam

            

            
              The wholly redesigned SWX™ Cam is the powerhouse of the 2024 LIFT. A steady stacking draw cycle provides a solid, locked-in backwall resulting in unrivaled consistency. Compatible with SwitchWeight mods, the SWX™ Cam offers more versatility than ever with mods available for draw weights ranging from 55 to 80 lbs programmed to deliver the highest efficiency at each weight.

            

          

          
            
          

        


      

                
        
          
            
              Speed on Mute

              Limbs & Axle

            

            
              An all-new axle assembly cuts weight while increasing efficiency across the entire platform. A wider, shorter limb profile maximizes the working surface area of the limbs for increased stability and efficiency. Paired with RPD™ technology which tackles excess vibration directly at the source, the new limb and axle design results in a stealthy and ultra-smooth shooting experience unlike any other.

            

          

          
            
          

        


      

                
        
          
            
              Shoot Smarter

              Shot Sense™

            

            
              Integrates directly into the grip of your Mathews bow, the Shot Sense module will track and record your shot analytics, providing advanced feedback in real time through the Mathews Shot Sense™ app.

            

          

          
            
          

        


      

    
                
        
          
          
            Finishes
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            Every Detail Considered

            [image: ]
            
              New from Mathews, MATCH bowstrings are a premium factory string designed specifically for Mathews bows. Each string is custom made in-house and pre-conditioned to eliminate stretch, serving separation and peep rotation. Built with a proprietary blend of BCY ultra-low wax 452X fiber, MATCH bowstrings are engineered to perfectly complement your bow, offering superior build quality and performance.

Match Guarantee:

MATCH bowstrings are built with a proprietary process to be the best string available for your Mathews bow. No string performs better. We guarantee it. Proudly made in the USA.
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                IMX 2

                Learn More
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                BRIDGE-LOCK™  STABILIZER

                Learn More
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                Low Pro Quiver

                Learn More
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                Engage® EXO Limb Legs

                Learn More
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            MAKE IT YOURS

            Customize your bow, then save it, share it, or print it out and give it to your Authorized Retailer to order. Additional customization charges may apply.

            Start Your Build
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            Shot Sense

            Train and shoot smarter with Shot Sense, the most complete archery data tool ever made.

            Learn More
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          Proving
Ground

          Over the last several months, Mathews Team Shooters tested the LIFT in the field, testing it in all types of conditions. After months of development and testing in the lab, no bow hits the market unless it passes our Proving Ground.

          Learn More
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